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Too many Canadians die from metastatic cancer and more can be done to

change that, by unlocking the treatment options available to those who need

them most. Although advances in treatment and care over the past 30 years

have led to increased survival rates and improved quality of life for people who

have metastatic cancer in Canada, survival rates remain unacceptably low.

Specifically, colorectal cancer is the third most commonly diagnosed cancer in

Canada and nearly 50% of diagnoses are in late stages. The 5-year survival rate

for those at Stage IV is less than 15%. While recent advances in genomic profiling

have started to improve  the way in which optimal treatments are matched to

metastatic cancer patients of various disease sites, access to the right testing

varies by geography.

To address the unmet needs of metastatic colorectal cancer (mCRC) and other

metastatic cancer patients across Canada, Colorectal Cancer Canada (CCC) is

proposing the Get Personal Campaign to educate patients and inform health

policy about molecular profiling/biomarker testing for use with companion

diagnostics to increase access to personalized healthcare and precision medicine

based on a patient's specific genetic profile. Given the rapid uptake of molecular

profiling and next-generation sequencing (NGS), the Get Personal Campaign will

serve as a demonstration project for other cancer sites.

Introduction
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Mission & Vision 

The mission of Colorectal Cancer

Canada's Get Personal Campaign is to

raise awareness and advocate for

timely reflex biomarker testing to

ensure the most appropriate

personalized treatment plan is

developed according to the genomic

makeup of a patient's tumour and

personal set of disease characteristics. 

Colorectal Cancer Canada envisions a

future in which metastatic cancer

patients are aware of their molecular

profiles and have access to

personalized treatment plans which

prolong or improve their quality of life.
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Increasing metastatic cancer patients'

awareness and understanding of

biomarker testing, personalized

medicine, and other health services that

are available to them

Patient-centric approaches that focus on

the impact of a mCRC diagnosis and the

patient's lived experience

Synergy between clinicians, industry,

patients, governing bodies and patient

advocates

Improving equality and equity in

accessing tumour genetic testing and

evidence-based therapies

National and international partnerships

to improve patient access to personalized

medicine and cancer clinical trials

Campaign Values

The Get Personal Campaign is dedicated to:

Get Personal Campaign
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Vision 2023

Personalized medicine and innovative therapies offer both patients and the healthcare

system a tremendous opportunity to tailor treatments to a specific patient and set of

disease characteristics. Informed patients will be empowered to advocate for

themselves and others to improve access to necessary biomarker testing and optimal

treatment planning.

Patient has access to

educational information

regarding biomarkers and

personalized medicine

Patient's tumour

is tested early to

determine the

right drugs at the

right dose at the

right time

Patients may benefit from

longer survival or improved

quality of life

Reflex biomarker

testing becomes

standard practice

following

metastatic cancer

diagnosis

Patients, clinicians,

and patient groups

advocate for

improved access to

biomarker testing

and personalized

medicine 

Extended survival and/or

improved quality of life for

metastatic cancer

 patients in Canada

Patient

Patient and

loved ones are

empowered to

advocate on

behalf of

themselves and

other cancer

patients
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Promote matching of molecular profiling with personalized medicines and

cancer clinical trials, underscoring the potential opportunities for improving

cure and survival rates

Goals

Provide information on the comprehensive array of personalized treatment

options and health services for metastatic cancer patients in Canada through

educational materials and resources

Raise awareness among patients, clinicians, and policy-makers on the full range

of biomarker tests and cancer treatments to be made available for patients

Identify variations in access to biomarker testing and personalized treatments

across Canada 

Assess needs and gaps in Canadian personalized medicine by gathering

patient experiences and information from cancer treatment centres

Fortify partnerships for best practices in metastatic cancer care by connecting

with other disease site patient groups, agencies and associations actively

working to improve personalized medicine policy and services

Put molecular profiling and personalized medicine on the agenda of

government, health care providers and key decision-makers

Promote research to address gaps in knowledge and support the development

of new innovations and effective personalized treatments, including

immunotherapies
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Key Activities

Educational materials on the

comprehensive array of health

services and treatment options

for metastatic cancer patients in

Canada

Dialogue with national and

international partners

regarding available testing and

treatment options

Social media campaign to raise

awareness on the importance

of biomarker testing that

emphasizes the patient

perspective

Survey of mCRC patients

regarding their experiences with

diagnosis, access to biomarker

testing, treatment options and

side effects

Survey Canadian cancer

treatment centres to determine

biomarker testing practices and

available treatment options

Personalized medicines

conference and working group to

inform biomarker testing

recommendations and cancer

clinical trials

The Get Personal Campaign will increase awareness and education, empower

patients, assist in shared decision making and guide health policy to increase access

to the right treatment at the right time irrespective of geographic location.

Advocacy efforts to improve

biomarker testing access

across Canada
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Oct - Dec 2020

Oct - Dec 2019

Jan - March 2020

 April - June 2020

Initiate collaboration with NGS coalition

Develop communications plan

Develop and disseminate cancer centre survey

Cancer centre survey data collection 

Develop Get Personal microsite

Develop “white board” style video(s) regarding “Biomarkers

and your Stage 4 Colorectal Cancer”

Develop infographic(s) on biomarker testing in Canada

Social media campaign to raise awareness on the importance

of biomarker testing

Communicate Get Personal Key messages on CCC website

Plan Get Personal microsite

Develop information tools for patients regarding biomarkers

Establish scientific advisory committee

Identify sites for cancer centre survey

Develop cancer centre survey questions

Analyze and report survey results

Develop mCRC patient survey

Develop personalized medicines conference 

Launch Get Personal microsite

Creation of patient testimonial videos for biomarkers to

promote key messages.

Disseminate mCRC patient survey

mCRC patient survey data collection 

Personalized medicines conference and working group 

Conference report on personalized medicines

Further development of Get Personal microsite and

informational tools

Timeline

July - Sep 2020

Oct - Dec 2020
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Jan - March 2021
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biomarker

reflex testing

companion

diagnostics

precision medicine/

personalized medicine

next-gen sequencing

(NGS)

A biological molecule found in blood, other body fluids, or

tissues that is a sign of a normal or abnormal process, or of a

condition or disease. A biomarker may be used to see how

well the body responds to a treatment for a disease or

condition. (1)

A test used to help match a patient to a specific drug or

therapy (1)

tumour profiling

Medicine that uses specific information about a person’s

tumor to help diagnose, plan treatment, find out how well

treatment is working, or make a prognosis; using targeted

therapies to treat specific types of cancer cells (1)

Automatic, routine testing of cancer tissue for genetic

mutations and biomarkers (3)

Simultaneous sequencing of millions of small DNA fragments,

prepared from an entire genome, transcriptome, or targeted

regions of interest; rapid and cost-effective sequencing

widely used in genomics and molecular biology (2)

A laboratory test to check for certain genes or gene mutations

(changes), proteins, or other biomarkers in a sample of tumor

tissue. Tumor profiling may be used to help plan treatment and

predict whether cancer will come back or spread to other parts

of the body. (1)

Glossary
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300-1350 Sherbrooke St. West 

Montreal, Quebec H3G 1J1 

(514) 875-7745 

605-4576 Yonge St. 

Toronto, Ontario M2N 6N4 

(416) 785-0449 

Toll-Free: 1-877-502-6566

colorectalcancercanada.com

@coloncanada

Colorectal Cancer Canada (CCC) is the national Canadian not-for-profit corporation dedicated to colorectal cancer (CRC)

awareness and education, support for patients and their caregivers, and advocacy on their behalf. CCC is comprised of dedicated

volunteers, members, management and is governed by a national Board of Directors. A Medical Advisory Board, made up of top

healthcare professionals in the field of colorectal cancer, provides counsel to CCC to ensure members are kept abreast of the

latest medical advances in the diagnosis and treatment of the disease.
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